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“Craftsmanship – individually
handcrafted, made to
measure luxury beds.”
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Hypnos works in partnership with interior designers to help them fulfil
their design, styling and comfort needs. Together we create a bespoke
bed, an authentic piece of furniture, and a sublime expression of enduring
British craftsmanship.
Hypnos’ assured quality is reinforced by a Royal Warrant from HM Queen
Elizabeth II, which provides a mark of excellence, and underlines Hypnos’
reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world. In fact, with
over 100 years of pocket sprung bed making experience, Hypnos beds can
be found in many of the finest homes, palaces and hotels around the globe.

Hypnos – the God of Sleep
From homes and vacation properties to superyachts, boutique hotels and
luxury apartments, this brochure highlights Hypnos’ vigorous commitment to
help interior designers create a true bedroom ‘wow-factor’; to deliver a unique
‘hand-holding’ project management service and to protect the environment.
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“Your clients will rave
about their sleep, their
comfort and their beds
– they will be reassured
to know that their beds
are made by the Royal
bed makers.”

Personalisation...
First choose the required supportive-comfort level and degree of active body
temperature management that is needed – we will help you explore all our
models, including our firmer Orthos Support mattresses and softer Pillow Top
mattresses. Then consider size, shape and an array of finishing touches that
reflect the personality, decor and style of your client’s bedroom.
Every design detail will be carefully considered, with a range of styling features
available to create a bed as individual as your client, tailor-made to their
exact requirements.
The divan will be hand upholstered, with piped detailing, in one of our fabrics
or alternatively in your own fabric, faux suede or leather. Match the divan
fabric with the headboard fabric for a striking look. Each divan can also
incorporate a range of practical hidden storage solutions.

...finishing touches
Select the style of feet you prefer for your divan base, from traditional chrome
castors to elegant tapered wooden feet. Alternatively add a sophisticated
skirt, wooden plinth or upholstered bumper around the entire base of the
divan for a luxurious finish. Then choose a beautiful upholstered headboard
style to crown your bed and create a truly sophisticated design statement.
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Sleep Soundly
Re-energise your body, mind and soul
When you need to create a truly memorable night’s sleep for your clients,
you need a bed partner and a brand that you can count on, time and time
again.
Hypnos is the only bed manufacturer to win the National Bed Federation’s
“Bed Manufacturer of the Year” award twice, in 2011/2012 and in
2014/2015, plus for the fifth year running, a Hypnos hotelier has won the
‘Comfiest Bed’ award in the Best Kept Secret Awards by LateRooms.com.
Hypnos prides itself not only on its expertise in the art of bed making,
but also on its insight into sleep, designing beds to provide your client with
a relaxing and rejuvenating night’s sleep and a positive, energetic start
to the day.
We spend a third of our lives asleep, so there can be no better investment
than a quality handcrafted mattress – the ultimate retreat for our body.
At Hypnos we truly believe that the mattress you sleep on will make a

“Getting enough sleep is

difference to the quality of our life and wellbeing. A mattress is one of the

essential for your physical,

most important purchases you will ever make. Invest wisely and always

mental and emotional

choose a quality and durable mattress that will help to take care of you,

health...”

your loved ones and your clients.
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“Sleep experts – it is a
supremely comfortable
bed that is at the heart of
a truly memorable night’s
sleep – helping customers
to sleep better and enjoy
life more.”
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“Trusted – found in the
world’s finest homes,
palaces and hotels.”
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Safety, Design
and Eco Credentials

Hypnos is committed to using only the finest environmentally friendly,
sustainable materials of the highest quality. Hypnos has also passed the
Sedex ethical audit. All our beds are 100% recyclable at the end of their life,
too. Hypnos is the first UK bed manufacturer to be carbon neutral, complying
with the BS PAS 2060 Carbon Neutrality Standard.
All Hypnos products meet or exceed The Furniture and Furnishings (Fire) (Safety)
Regulations, which are amongst the strictest in the world – BS 7177 (Low Hazard)
for residential divans and mattresses, and BS 5852 (Low Hazard) for residential
headboards and sofa beds. Hypnos also makes products for the hospitality
market which meet the higher standards of BS 7177 (Medium Hazard) Ignition
Source 5 (Crib 5) and BS 7176 (Medium Hazard) Ignition Source 5 (Crib 5)
respectively. In addition, marine mattresses are Wheelmark approved and meet
the latest International Maritime Organisation (IMO) fire safety regulations.
Our membership of the British Institute of Interior Design (BIID), the Society
of British and International Design (SBID) and the Interior Design Association
(IDA) reinforces our commitment to design excellence and sustainable design.
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“Whether you need one or one hundred
beds, Hypnos will arrange the safe delivery
and installation of your new beds. Hypnos
will also take away the old beds, shredding
each mattress and divan, creating recycled
raw materials for re-use in other industries
– 100% landfill avoidance.”

Project Management
Hypnos’ project manager will work hand-in-hand with you at every stage
to ensure that creating and delivering your client’s dream bed is a stress free,
intuitive and above all, rewarding experience.
With a passion for bed making and an illustrious pedigree for helping to
create the hotel industry’s most beautiful and most comfortable bedroom
centrepieces, Hypnos has developed an unrivalled collection of services to
help you meticulously plan and schedule the timely production, delivery
and installation of your beds and mattresses.
In point of fact Hypnos’ dedicated installation team meets the highest on-site
health and safety standards, ensuring minimum disruption and maximum
efficiency against an agreed phased schedule, programme of works and
set of costs.
Hypnos’ complete project management service is outlined within the 8-point
plan below:

1 	Initial Consultation, Survey and Project Planning
“Whatever your client’s
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Comfort Analysis and Specification

needs... whether a made
to measure mattress,

3 	Detailed Design and Styling

with cut out corners for
a period bed frame, or

4 	Quotation

a round bed, or tapered
shaped bed for a yacht,
or a large winged
headboard to crown
your bed... Hypnos will
create a bespoke solution
just for you.”

5 	Delivery and Installation
6 	Disposal and Recycling of Old Beds
7 	Sleep Extras (pillows, protectors, linens*)
8 	Guarantee Registration
*Hypnos can recommend suppliers of the finest Egyptian cotton bed linens,
whether standard or made to measure sizes.
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The Hypnos Difference
1 	Over 100 years bed making experience

7 	The UK’s only Carbon Neutral bed maker

2 	Independent, family-run British company

8 	Beds designed for a healthy and
rejuvenating sleep

3 	Only active bed supplier to the Royal Family
9 	Beds meet all fire safety regulations
4 	Experts in bespoke made to measure beds
10 	A full in-room installation and old bed
5 	Specialists in handmade pocket spring beds
6 	Use only sustainable and natural materials

“The Royal Warrant
reinforces Hypnos’
reputation for service
excellence and the very
best of British quality.”
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dipsosal

11 	Affordable luxury and true value for money

“Whatever the project,
Hypnos takes pride in
helping interior designers
to design a supremely
comfortable and stunning
bed, on time and with
complete cost certainty.”

Hypnos Limited
Princes Risborough | Buckinghamshire HP27 9RS | England
T: +44 (0) 1844 348200 | E: sleep@hypnosbeds.com

www.hypnosbeds.com
Hypnos Contract Beds Limited
Station Road | Castle Donington | Derby DE74 2NU | England
T: +44 (0) 1332 497111 | E: info@hypnoscontractbeds.com

www.hypnoscontractbeds.com

